
AKA Cutt and Butt Quilt or Easy Art Quilt 
 
Supplies Required: 
Sewing machine in good working order able to sew a 
zigzag stitch and/or other decorative stitches.  Make 
sure you know how to work your sewing machine 
before you get to class.  Class time does not permit 
learning how to use your sewing machine.   
 
Two bobbins filled with neutral or dark thread 
depending on the color of your main fabrics.  
Decorative thread – optional 
Fabrics: 
Backing fabric at least one yard.  Cut ½ yd into 6x6 
squares and bring balance of yardage with you as well 
as the 6x6 squares. 

Background fabric – 1 to 1-1/2 yds total.  (Get a variety of backgrounds maybe 4 to 6 fat 
quarters. The more variety the better) 
Black Batting – it must be black – polyester or cotton does not matter as long as it is 
black.  I recommend the 45 x 60 batting called Soft & Black but this is no longer 
available.  I have a few of these in my inventory and you can purchase what I have.  This 
size is $10.00 or the Hobbs charcoal batting.  It comes in 90 x 108 and costs $ 17.00.  
This size is enough for two people and I can still order this size.   It can be ordered from 
me.  Your order must be submitted by January 31st.  You can call your order to me at 
734-953-9650.  I will be out of town for the whole month of February and will not be 
back until 3 days before the workshop.  So you must place your order no later than 
January 31, 2007.    Payment will be expected at the workshop in March.  If you order 
you are expected to pay for it.   
A small quantity of 5x5 or larger scraps for appliqués.  These fabrics will be machine 
appliquéd to your background fabric so have a good variety.   
 
Bring about ¼ yd or fat quarters of 4 to 6 other fabrics to use as sashing in order to 
increase the variety of fabrics in your quilt.  These will be used as sashing strips so they 
need to be large sections of scraps.   
 
½ yd of Steam a Seam II.  This is a fusible web.  It will be available from the teacher for 
$2.00 for a half yard piece.   
 
Additional supplies:  Rotary cutter, mat and ruler.  Scissors (fabric and paper) pen and 
pencil.  Fabric Markers – optional.   
 
Design Ideas 
You might want to think of a theme for your quilt (items you will use for the appliqué 
motifs).  Sun, Moon and Stars, (available from teacher) or you can use all stars in 
different fabrics.  You can use Adinka Symbols (available from Teacher).  You can use 
flowers, trees or leaves.  You can use animals or fish.  If you find a fabric panel that has 



some designs you might want to cut out that will work also.  If you like flowers you can 
use a large flower print and cut out the flowers and use those as appliqués  


